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MASS COMMUNICATIONS

Advertising

Advertising: introduction
M Advertising:
    F�Any paid form of non-personal presentation
        and promotion of ideas, goods or services by
        an identified sponsor.
        Advertising is used by business firms, non-
        profit organizations, professionals, social
        agencies, etc. to communicate specific
        messages to various target publics.
        It provides a good way to inform and per-
        suade target publics with regard to building
        brand preference, to using certain products or
        services, to changing certain habits, etc. 
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS

Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS

Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting objectives:
    F�The first step in developing an advertising
        programme is to set advertising objectives. 
        An advertising objective is a specific com-
        munication task to be accomplished with a
        specific target audience during a specific
        period of time.
        Advertising objectives can be classified
        according to their purpose: 
        G�informative advertising,
        G�persuasive advertising, or 
        G�reminder advertising.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting objectives:
    F�Informative advertising: advertising used to
        inform consumers about a new product or
        feature, and to build primary demand.

The new Ford Mustang
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting objectives:
    F�Persuasive advertising: advertising used to
        build selective demand (the demand for a
        certain brand) for a brand by persuading
        consumers that it offers the best quality for
        their money.
        Some persuasive advertising has become
        comparative advertising, which involves
        advertising that compares one brand directly
        or indirectly to one or more other brands.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting objectives:
    F Persuasive advertising
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting objectives:
    F�Comparative advertising

Samsung vs. Apple
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting objectives:
    F�Reminder advertising:
        advertising used to
        keep consumers thinking
        about a product.

Heinz, served at any table...
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting the advertising budget:
    F�After determining the advertising objectives,
        the firm next sets its advertising budget for
        each product, for instance through affordable
        approach method, % of sales method,
        competitive parity or objective/task method.
        Important factors:
        G�stage in the product life cycle (ex. introduction)

        G�market share (high market share: high expenditures)

        G�competition & clutter (more advertising)

        G�advertising frequency (many repetitions needed?)

        G�product differentiation (same kind of brands?)
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting the advertising budget:
    F�Many statistical models have been developed
        to determine the relationship between pro-
        motional spending and brand sales, and to
        help determine the ‘optimal investment’
        across various media.
        Still, measuring the results of advertising
        spending remains an inexact science, leaving
        managers to rely on large doses of personal
        judgement, along with more quantitative
        analysis, when setting advertising budgets.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting the advertising budget: DAGMAR
    F�One of these quantitative analysis models is
        the so-called DAGMAR-model (Russell Colley,
        1961) which stands for: Defining Advertising
        Goals for Measured Advertising Results.
        Starting point of this method: the effects of
        advertising can only be measured when
        advertising goals have been determined
        beforehand.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting the advertising budget: DAGMAR
    F Sub-goals that are to be determined (and to
        be measured through market research),
        involve:
        G level of unawareness
        G level of awareness
        G level of understanding
        G level of conviction, belief
        G level of action (purchasing).
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Setting the advertising budget: DAGMAR
    F Example of DAGMAR results:
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Advertising strategy involves 2 major
        aspects:
        G�creating the advertising messages, and
        G�selecting the advertising media.

        As more and more media fragmentation
        occurs, media costs are more soaring, and
        more focussed target marketing strategies
        occur, companies are more understanding the
        importance of the media planning function.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Creating the advertising message:
        No matter how large the budget, advertising
        can only succeed if commercials gain atten-
        tion and communicate well.
        As the average consumer can choose from
        1000's of TV channels, radio stations,
        magazines, etc., gaining and holding the
        consumer’s attention calls for advertising
        messages that must be better planned, more
        imaginative, more entertaining and more
        rewarding to consumers.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Creating the advertising message: message
        strategy
        The first step in creating effective advertising
        messages is to decide what general message
        will be communicated to consumers: to plan
        the message strategy.
        Naturally, this begins with identifying target
        customer benefits that can be used as adver-
        tising appeals.  These appeals should be
        distinctive in terms of telling consumers how
        the product differs from competing brands.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Creating the advertising message: message
        execution
        The next step is turning the ‘big idea’ into an
        actual ad execution that will capture the
        target market’s attention and their interest.
        Message can be presented in various
        execution styles, such as:
        G�slice of life, showing ordinary people using
            the product in a normal setting.
        G�lifestyle, showing how a product fits in
            with a particular lifestyle.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Creating the advertising message: message
        execution
        Further execution styles:
        G�fantasy, creating a fantasy or dreamlike
            setting around the product (perfumes).
        G�mood or image, building a mood or image
            around the product, such as love, beauty,
            serenity.
        G�musical, built around a song or some well-
            known music (Coke: “I’d like to teach the
            world to sing”).
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Creating the advertising message: message
        execution
        Other execution styles:
        G�personality symbol, creating a character
            that represents the product (Nike).
        G�technical expertise, showing the firm’s
            expertise in making the product (Audi).
        G�scientific evidence, presenting survey or
            scientific evidence that the brand is better
            or better liked than another brand (skin
            care, toothpastes, etc.)
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Creating the advertising message: message
        execution
        Another execution style:
        G testimonial evidence or endorsement,
            featuring a highly believable or likeable
            source endorsing (� accrediting) the product
            (by a celebrity or ordinary people telling
            how much they like a the product). 
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Creating the advertising message: message
        execution
        Furthermore, the advertiser should choose a
        tone for the ad: positive appeals rather than
        negative ones.
        Also, (the combination of) format elements
        should be well considered:
        G�illustration (degree of attractiveness)
        G�headline (degree of enticement)
        G�copy (text block: simplicity and strength).
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy

Similar to a Chinese
fortune cookie, DHL’s
message in this broken
vase:
Next time you will use
DHL....
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Selecting advertising media
        The main steps in media selection are:
        1: deciding on reach, frequency and impact
        2: choosing among main media types
        3: selecting specific media vehicle, and
        4: deciding on media timing.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Selecting advertising media
        1: deciding on reach, frequency and impact
            O�Reach: the % of people in the target
                market exposed to an ad campaign during
                a given period.
            O�Frequency: the average number of times a
                person in the target market is exposed to
                an advertising message during a given
                period.
            O�(Media) impact: the qualitative value of an
                exposure through a given medium.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Selecting advertising media
        2: choosing among main media types
             Here media planners will have to consider
             various factors when making their media
             choices, such as:
             G�habits of target consumers
             G�nature of the product or service
             G�different types of messages, requiring
                 different media
             G�the costs per 1000 people using the
                 medium.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Selecting advertising media
        2: choosing among main media types    
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Selecting advertising media
        2: choosing among main media types
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Selecting advertising media
        2: choosing among main media types
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F�Selecting advertising media
        2: choosing among main media types
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Selecting advertising media
        3: selecting specific media vehicles
            This is where the media planner chooses the
             best media vehicle: the specific media
             within each general media type, such as
             specific magazines, television shows, or
             radio programmes.
             Media planners have to calculate the cost
             per 1000 persons reached by a vehicle.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Selecting advertising media
        3: selecting specific media vehicles
            So, the media planner must balance costs
            against several media impact factors,
            especially looking into:
            G�the media vehicle’s audience quality (ex.:
                     mobile phones ads in bizz magazines, and not in...)

            G�the audience attention (ex.: paying more
                     attention to ads in Cosmopolitan than those in
                     Business Week or v.v.)

            G�the editorial quality (credibility, prestige).
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Selecting advertising media
        4: deciding on media timing
            The advertiser must also decide how to
            schedule the advertising over the course of a
            year. For instance: when sales are influenced
            by seasonal patterns, the advertiser may
            choose to follow this pattern, advertise
            oppositely, or advertise the same all year.
            Furthermore, the advertiser will have to
            choose the pattern of the ads by scheduling
            in a continuous or in a pulsing manner. 
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Advertising strategy:
    F Selecting advertising media
        4: deciding on media timing
            G�Continuity: scheduling ads evenly within
                a given time.
            G Pulsing: scheduling ads unevenly, in
                bursts, over a certain time period.
                Pulsing could be used to achieve the
                same impact as a steady schedule, but at
                much lower costs.  However, pulsing
                might then achieve minimal awareness,
                sacrificing depth of ad communications.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Evaluating advertising:
    F�Before an ad is placed, it can be shown  to
        consumers in order to determine how they
        like it, and to measure recall or attitude
        changes resulting from it. 
        After an ad is run, the advertiser can measure
        how the ad has affected consumer recall or
        product awareness, knowledge & preference. 
        Still, it is very hard to determine what sales
        have been caused by an ad that, for example,
        increases brand awareness by 20% and
        brand preference by 10%.
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Advertising

Important decisions in advertising
M Evaluating advertising:
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Advertising

Organising for advertising
M Handling advertising:
    Small firms often have someone in the sales or
    marketing department who deals with adver-
    tising. Larger companies often set up adver-
    tising departments whose job it is to set the
    advertising budget, work with ad agencies, and
    handle dealer displays and other advertising not
    done by agencies. 

    However, most companies tend to use outside
    advertising agencies because they offer several
    advantages. 
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Advertising

Organising for advertising
M Advantages of using advertising agencies:
    G�agencies have specialists who can perform
        specialist functions better than a company’s
        own staff, such as research and creative
        work, etc.
    G agencies bring an outside point of view to
        solving a company’s problems, along with
        years of experience from working with
        various customers and situations.
    G�agencies have more buying power in media
        than the firm.  As they are usually paid partly
        from media discount, they cost the firm less.
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Advertising

Organising for advertising
M Disadvantages of using advertising agencies:
    G possible loss of control of the advertising
        process.
    G reduction in flexibility.
    G�possible conflicts that might arise when the
        agency dictates working practices.
    G�possible client inability to exercise control or
        coordination.
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Advertising

Organising for advertising
M Operations of advertising agencies:
    Most large agencies have staff and resources to
    handle all phases of an ad campaign for their
    clients, from creating a marketing plan to
    developing campaigns and preparing, placing
    and evaluating ads. 
    Agencies usually consist of 4 departments:
    creative (develops and produces ads), media
    (selects media and places ads), research
    (studies audience characteristics and wants),
    and business (handles the agency’s business
    activities).
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Advertising

Organising for advertising
M Operations of advertising agencies:
    Ad agencies have traditionally been paid
    through commission and fees.  This may create
    confusion among larger clients, as they end up
    paying more for the same services received by
    smaller agencies, just because they place more
    ads.
    As a result, new agency payment methods may
    now include anything from fixed fees or straight
    hourly rates for work, to incentives that are
    linked to the performance of the agency’s ad
    campaign or some combination of these.
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Advertising

International advertising
M Standardization or differentiation:
    International advertisers face many complexi-
    ties not encountered by domestic advertisers.

    One of the most important issues involves the
    degree to which advertising should be adapted to
    the unique characteristics of various country
    markets.
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Advertising

International advertising
M Standardization or differentiation:
    Standardization produces many benefits, such
    as lower advertising costs, greater coordination
    of global advertising efforts, and a more consis-
    tent worldwide company or product image.
    However, there are also major disadvantages as
    well: country markets -across continents, and
    even within economic communities such as the
    EU- differ greatly in their demographics,
    cultures and economic conditions, and ignoring
    these differences usually results in ineffective
    advertising.
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Advertising

International advertising
M Standardization or differentiation:
    Although advertising messages can be
    standardized, their executions (format, choice
    of words, etc.) cannot be, as culture invariably
    dominates communications.  As such, most
    international advertisers think global, but will
    act locally.
    Successful standardized advertising is most
    likely to work for capital goods or B-to-B
    marketing, where target customers are more
    homogeneous in their needs and buy the
    product for those reasons. 
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Advertising

International advertising
M Centralization or decentralization:
    Global companies are concerned with the
    degree to which advertising decision making
    and implementation should be centralized or
    decentralized.  This is directly linked to the
    decision whether to follow a standardized or
    differentiated advertising approach.
    Key factors that influence this decision:
    F�corporate and marketing objectives: usually
        global marketing objectives will lead to
        centralized advertising and communications
        decisions.    >>
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Advertising

International advertising
M Further influencing key factors:
    F product uniformity: the more similar the
        product or service, the greater the feasibility of
        a uniform approach and centralization.
    F�product appeal: (such as common or exclusive
        appeal: golf sport, cars, etc.); when underlying
        appeals vary significantly, decentralization
        makes more sense. >>
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Advertising

International advertising
M And further influencing key factors:
    F cultural sensitivities: where a product’s usage
        and appeal are culture-bound (consumption,
        habits, etc.), decentralization is more common.
    F�legal constraints: also, individual country rules
        and regulations may affect advertising
        decisions and their implementation
        considerably (alcohol, tobacco, etc.)
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Advertising

International advertising
M Worldwide advertising media:
    F�newspapers: current technology enables
        sending advertising copy by satellite.
        Papers such as Financial Times are printed
        simultaneously in more than one country.  
        In general, there have been numerous
        developments in local and global press, and
        more newspapers have gone global to reach
        specific audiences.

>>
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Advertising

International advertising
M Worldwide advertising media:
    F�magazines: there are various national and
        international magazines that carry ads that
        target regional, international or global
        customers.
        Some magazines (ex.: women’s magazines
        such as Cosmopolitan and Vogue) are printed
        in different editions for readers in different
        target countries/regions. 

>>
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Advertising

International advertising
M Worldwide advertising media:
    F professional and technical magazines
    F cinema: relatively popular for reaching
        younger viewers.  In developing and less
        developed countries this is still an important
        medium.
    F television: available in most countries. 
        Satellite and cable opportunities have
        expanded enormously and accelerated the
        use of TV for international advertising.

>>
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Advertising

International advertising
M Worldwide advertising media:
    F outdoor advertising and transport
        advertising: used throughout the world, and
        especially popular in India and China.  Is
        often used in cases where the product
        (category) cannot be advertised on TV
        (alcohol, tobacco).
    F�interactive communication media: Videotext,
        pay-TV, Internet, interactive TV, are all newer
        types of media that increasingly give viewers
        control over what they watch and when they
        watch it. >>
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Advertising

International advertising
M Worldwide advertising media:
    F radio: frequently used, but constrained by
        availability, as most commercial radio is
        regional.
    F place-based media: a world-wide develop-        
        ment, involving advertising wherever target
        customers happen to be: at work, the super-
        market, airports, etc.
    F�trade fairs and exhibitions: usually quite
        costly, but very useful for international
        communications. >>
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Advertising

International advertising
M Worldwide advertising media:
    F sponsorship: when involving sports or art
        events, like Olympic Games and the football
        World Cup, vast audiences can be reached. 
        However, such global audiences are rare, and
        the effectiveness of this medium is not easy
        to measure.
    F�other media: point-of-sale materials
        (although local/regional adaptation will often
        be necessary); direct mail; the Internet; etc.
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Advertising

International advertising
M Media planning, buying and costs:
    F International media planning is more
        complicated than local media planning as the
        media situation differs from country to
        country. Effective international media
        planning requires high quality, reliable cross-
        country media and audience research data.
    F In some countries, there is inadequate media
        research.  Also, research techniques and
        measurement standards vary greatly across
        countries, making cross-country comparisons
        of media research data nearly impossible.
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Advertising

International advertising
M Media planning, buying and costs:
    F Furthermore, prices and preferences for
        certain media also may vary greatly across
        countries.  In some countries consumers hold
        more positive attitudes towards print adver-
        tising than towards, for ex., TV advertising.
    F As such, firms that advertise their products in
        different country markets must decide on
        what media to use, based on a consideration
        of their target groups, the budget available
        and an understanding of the media scene and
        local relative media cost efficiencies.
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Advertising

International advertising
M International advertising regulations:
    F Countries also differ in the extent to which
        they regulate advertising practices. 
        A lot of countries have extensive systems of
        laws restricting how much a company can
        spend on advertising, the media used, the
        nature of advertising claims, and many other
        aspects regarding advertising programmes.
    F�The most important laws currently under
        discussion in Europe, for ex., involve those
        governing marketing to children and the
        advertising of tobacco and alcohol.
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Sales promotion aspects
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Rapid growth of sales promotion:
    F Sales promotion: involves short-term incentives
        to encourage purchase or sales of a product or
        service.  Sales promotion has become a more
        popular promotion instrument, thanks to:
        G its strong short-term effectiveness
        G more use of sales-promotion by competitors 
        G its cost-effectiveness compared to other
            promotion instruments, such as advertising
        G a more promotion-oriented focus by consu-
            mers & retailers, wanting more deals/ discounts
        G new technologies enabling better measure-
            and control of sales promotion efforts.
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Types of sales promotion:
    F Consumer promotion: involves sales promotion
        designed to stimulate consumer purchasing,
        including samples, coupons, rebates (cash
        refunds), prices-off, premiums (incentives),
        patronage rewards (loyalty cash rewards),
        displays, and contests & sweepstakes.
    F Trade (or: retailer) promotion: involves sales
        promotion designed to gain reseller support and
        to improve reseller selling efforts, including
        discounts, allowances, free goods, cooperative
        advertising, push money, and conventions &
        trade shows.
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Types of sales promotion:
    F Business promotion: involves sales promotion
        designed to generate business leads, stimulate
        purchase, reward business customers and
        motivate the sales force.
    F Sales force promotion: involves sales
        promotion designed to motivate the sales force
        and make sales force selling efforts more
        effective, including bonuses, contests and
        sales rallies (conventions).
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Setting sales promotion objectives:
    F Consumer promotions, some objectives:
        1/ increase of short-term sales
        2/ build-up of long-term market share
        3/ encouragement of consumers to try a new
             product
        4/ luring away consumers from competitors’
             products
        5/ encouragement of consumers to ‘load up’
             on a mature product
        6/ holding and rewarding loyal consumers.
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Setting sales promotion objectives:
    F Trade promotions, some objectives:
        1/ motivation of retailers to carry new items
             and more stock
        2/ inducement (encouragement) of retailers
             to advertise the product and give it more
             shelf space
        3/ persuasion of retailers to buy ahead.
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Setting sales promotion objectives:
    F Sales force promotions, some objectives:
        1/ activation of more sales force support for
             current or new products
        2/ stimulation of salespeople to sign up new
             accounts.
    F In general, sales promotions should be 
        consumer relationship building.  Rather than
        creating only short-term sales volume or
        temporary brand switching, sales promotions
        should help to reinforce the products’ position
        and build long-term consumer relationships.
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Consumer promotion tools:
    F Samples, offers to consumers of a trial
        amount of a product.
    F Coupons, certificates that give buyers a
        saving when they purchase a product.
    F Cash refund offers (rebates), offers to refund
        part of the purchase price of a product to
        consumers who sends a ‘proof of purchase’ to
        the manufacture.
    F Price packs, reduced prices that are marked
        by the producer directly on the label or
        package (buy 1 get 1 free; bundled products).
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Consumer promotion tools:
    F Premiums, goods, offered either free or at a
        low cost as an incentive to buy a product.
        Self-liquidating premiums are premiums that
        are sold below their normal retail price to
        consumers who request them.
    F Advertising specialities, useful articles
        imprinted with an advertiser’s name, given as
        gifts to consumers (pens, key rings, etc.)
    F Patronage rewards, cash or other rewards for
        the regular use of a certain company’s
        products or services (frequent flyer points).
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Sales promotion aspects
M Consumer promotion tools:
    F Point-of-purchase (POP) promotions, displays
        and demonstrations that take place at the
        point of purchase or sale.
    F Contests, sweepstakes and games, promo-
        tions that offer customers the chance to win
        something -cash, goods or trips-   by luck or
        extra effort.  (A sweepstake is technically a lottery in
          which the prize is financed through the tickets sold. 
          However, it typically involves an aggressive enticement
          to enter a contest for fantastically large prizes, with no
          cost to the entrant to enter for the prize, except a
          possible placement on a promotional mailing list.) 
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Trade promotion tools:
    F Discounts, a straight reduction in price on
        purchases during a stated period of time. 
        Such offers encourage dealers to buy in
        quantity or to carry a new item.
        Dealers can use these discounts for
        immediate profit, for advertising or for price
        reductions to their customers.
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Trade promotion tools:
    F Allowances, involves reductions in prices on
       damaged goods, and also involves promotion-
       al money paid by manufacturers to retailers,
       in return for an agreement to feature
       (demonstrate) the manufacturer’s product in
       some way.
       Manufacturers can also offer free goods (extra
       merchandise) or offer free speciality advertis-
       ing items to intermediaries who buy a certain
       amount, or that feature a certain flavour or
       size. 
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Sales promotion

Sales promotion aspects
M Business promotion tools:
    F Conventions and trade shows.  Many firms
        and trade associations organize conventions
        and trade shows to promote their products. 
        Trade shows are usually meant for industrial
        selling, and they also can help companies to
        reach many prospects that are not being
        reached by their sales force.
    F Sales contests, involves contests for sales-
        people or dealers to urge them to increase
        their efforts over a given period. Good perfor-
        mers receive trips, cash prizes, other gifts,etc.
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Public relations aspects
M Public relations: involves building good
    relations with the company’s various publics by
    obtaining favourable publicity, building up a
    good ‘corporate image’ and handling or heading
    off unfavourable rumours, stories and events. 

    Major PR tools include press relations, product
    publicity, corporate communications, lobbying
    and counselling.
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Public relations

Public relations aspects
M Functions of PR departments:
    F Press relations or press agency: creating and
        placing newsworthy information to the news
        media to attract attention to a person,
        product or service.
    F Product publicity
    F Public affairs: building and maintaining local,
        national and international relations.
    F Lobbying: building and maintaining relation-
        ships with legislators & government officials
        to influence legislation and regulation.
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Public relations

Public relations aspects
M Further functions of PR departments:
    F Investor relations: maintaining relationships
        with shareholders and others in the financial
        community.
    F�Development: public relations with donors or
        members of non-profit organizations to gain
        financial or volunteer support.
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Public relations

Public relations aspects
M Important public relation tools:
    F News: finding or creating favourable news
        about the company, its products or its people.
    F Speeches: also create product and company
        publicity.
    F Special events: ranging from news conferen-
        ces, press tours, grand openings and firework
        displays to laser shows, hot-air balloon
        releases, multimedia presentations and
        educational programmes, all designed to
        reach and interest target publics. 
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Public relations

Public relations aspects
M Other important public relation tools:
    F Written materials: such as annual reports,
        brochures, articles, company newsletters and
        magazines.
    F Audiovisual materials: such as films, slide-
        shows, video and audio cassettes.
    F Corporate identity materials: such as logo’s,
        stationary, signs, business forms, business
        cards, buildings, uniforms, company cars, etc.
    F Public service activities: such as campaigns to
        raise funds for worthy causes (charities, etc.).
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Public relations

Public relations aspects
M Other important public relation tools :
    F Sponsorship : involves any vehicle through
        which corporations gain public relations
        exposure.  Many European and American
        companies are currently involved in sponsor-
        ships, committing huge amounts of money
        around the world to the sponsorship of sport
        and the arts. 
    F Website : a company’s website can also be a
        good PR vehicle, offering various publics to
        visit the site for information and entertain-
        ment.


